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Algorithmic Problems in Computational Structural Biology

Understanding the lineage between species and the genetic drift of genes and genomes, apprehending
the control and feed-back loops governing the behaviour of a cell, a tissue, an organ or a body, and
inferring the relationship between the structure of biological (macro)-molecules and their functions are
amongst the major challenges of modern biology. This course will focus on the third challenge, which
actually subsumes two related problems: the way a protein adopts its 3D structure —folding, and the
way two or several molecules assemble to form a complex —docking.

The emphasis will be on the algorithmic and mathematical techniques rather than on the investigation
of specific macro-molecular systems. Yet, for all the algorithms covered, insights developed on such
systems will be provided. No specific prior knowledge in bio-chemistry is required.

Each topic addressed will be covered during a lecture (2h), plus a paper reading session (2h).

1 Modeling Van der Waals models (2h+2h)

Van der Waals models, where an atom is represented by a ball whose radius depends on the chemical
properties of the atom and its covalent environment are essential for a number of problems: defining
molecular surfaces, modeling interfaces in protein - protein and protein - drug complexes, modeling
the role of solvent, calibrating scoring functions etc. In this course, we shall review the fundamental
algorithms to manipulate collections of balls, together with selected applications:
— Delaunay - Voronoi diagrams [BY98]
— The α-complex [Ede92, EM94]
— Applications to molecular surfaces and interfaces [Caz06a, CP+06]

2 Partial Shape Matching and structural similarities (2h+2h)

Given two bodies in 3d, this course will address the Partial Shape Matching (PSM) problem: report the
maximal common parts shared by these objects. First, in the combinatorial setting, where the objects
are given as graphs, we shall see how PSM reduces to the calculation of Maximal Common Induced
Subgraphs (MCIS) or Maximal Common Edge Subgraphs (MCES). Second, in the geometric setting, we
shall examine two specific techniques based upon geometric hashing and dynamic programming.
— Combinatorial partial shape matching and problems on product graphs [Koc01, CK05a, CK05b]
— Molecular distance measures [Kav06]
— Geometric partial shape matching using hashing and dynamic programming [Che06, MGGP06]

3 Modeling protein flexibility I (2h+2h)

Proteins in vivo vibrate at various frequencies as high frequencies are found apart from chemical bonds,
while low frequencies characterize more global deformations 1. Flexibility is actually central in modeling
folding and docking. This course will review fundamentals of flexibility from the kinematic viewpoint (the
study of movements independently from its causes), that is independently from energetic considerations.
— Kinematic chains and configuration spaces [Lat91, LMDL06]

1See e.g. www.molmovdb.org for an inspection of macro-molecular motions.
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4 Modeling protein flexibility II (2h+2h)

The energetic state of a protein and of its environment involves two terms: a potential energy term, and
an entropy term directly related to the vibration properties. These two terms combine into the free energy
of the system, which is the quantity used to state a system is at a minimum of (free) energy. This course
will focus on the coupling between kinematic and energetic properties of molecules, so as to describe
protein flexibility at two levels: the side-chain level, and the more global protein level.
— Side chains and rotamer libraries [Dun02]
— Force fields, potential and free energies [FS02]
— Modeling flexibility using normal modes [Hin04]

5 Computational topology I (2h+2h)

Given a function defined on a topological space, distinguishing the signal from the noise associated to the
function is a central question arising in all sciences 2. Wile this question is classical in signal processing,
its investigation underwent significant progresses in a more algorithmic setting, with the development of
persistence theory. We shall present some important notions in this realm, together with two applications
in molecular modeling.
— Notions of persistence theory [ELZ02, CSEH05]
— Application to the formation of micelles [KZP+]

6 Computational topology II (2h+2h)

Interestingly, persistence theory can also be approached from Morse theory, which consists of studying
functions on manifolds, so as to encode (global) topological properties of the manifold. While Morse
theory has essentially been developed in differential topology, an interesting incarnation of Morse concepts
for collections of points or balls in 3d is provided by the flow complex. We shall review this construction,
together with applications in molecular modeling.
— Morse theory and Morse-Smale diagrams [Mil63]
—The flow complex [GJ03, Caz06b]
— Application to the identification of pockets on macro-molecules [EFL98, CCL03]
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